
WEBCON BPS 2021 R5
history of changes for version 2021.1.5.195

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS

Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to refresh licenses
before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary downtime.

If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please verify whether
the changes will impact your implemented system in any way.

Information

[Processes]

Changes introduced in this version will break the compatibility of the Export-Import mechanism.
Exported process packages created in versions 2021.1.4.165 and older cannot be imported to
the newest system version. 
In order for an import to be possible, update the environment to the newest version and export
the processes again.

New features

[Form fields]



Added a mechanism for checking the integrity of data set in the choice fields with data source
values configured for this form field. Attempting to unauthorized setting a value not present in
the source (e.g. using JS API) will fail and generate an exception.

In previous versions, the system allowed to set values in the ID#Name format using JS API,
even if such a value did not exist in the data source. After the update to the latest version, any
attempt to set a value in the choice field (in any format - ID, Name, or ID#Name) will validate
this value with the data source values. The value not found in the data source will not be set in
the choice field. 

Bug fixes

[Portal]

Fixed an error with long loading data to the report, exceeding 60 seconds. 

[Modern form]

Fixed an error related to adding values outside the data source in the choice fields. If the name
was entered too long, the text overlapped the field icon.

Added displaying on the form general information about the error in a situation where a user
cannot see the details of the error (in the system configuration the ShowErrorDetails flag was
set to 0).

[Designer Studio]

Fixed an error when importing an application in WEBOCN BPS Designer Studio. The error
occurred when transferring presentation elements between the test and production
environments under specified conditions.

Fixed an error in the e-mail notification template wizard. Variables configured in the e-mail
notification template were deleted.

Fixed an error when entering the classic form (WFDynamic based on SharePoint Classic).
Due to problems with initializing communication with SOLR, the EventLog contains entries with
errors, which caused all activities related to opening an instance and marking a task as read -
did not appear in SOLR. 

[Form fields]

Fixed a filter error in the choice fields - autocomplete mode. This error was related to incorrect



Boolean values substitution.

[Actions]

Fixed an error with the action of reading a barcode that caused the lack of access to the
processed attachments.

[Web Part]

Fixed an error in WebPart SWE (SharePoint). The error appeared when creating the list of
filter values after clicking on the column header.

API

Fixed the handling of system date columns in API that downloads table reports.

Fixed an error that occurred when invoking the REST action - the information about the
authorization token has been deleted from the action execution logs.




